Here is our phonics rap. The phonics scheme we use is letters and sounds however to help your child Mr Thorne has several phonic videos on youtube which can help your child practise.

https://www.youtube.com/mrthornenetwork
Look at these groups of letters. Each group is formed in a different way.

litjkuy vwxz
mrbnph esf
cadoqg

Now look at these numerals.

0123456789

Copy the numerals.

Look at these groups of letters. Ordinary letters

Aceimno
Rsuvwxyz

Letters with ascenders (tall letters) These are much taller than ordinary letters.
T is not as tall as b, d, f, h, k and l.

Bdfhklt

Letters with descendents (letters with tails) These are much deeper than ordinary letters.

Gjpyqy

Copy the letters.

Look at these capital letters.

ABCDedefghijkl
LMNOPQRS
TUVWXYZ

Copy the capital letters.